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LETTER FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Welcome,
As the new Artistic Director of Tangled Art + Disability and a ‘newcomer’ to Canada,
I invite you to join me in experiencing Space Shapes Place: our national exhibition
series of commissioned works by Deaf, Mad and disability artists, supported by
Ontario150 and the Toronto Arts Council’s Open Door program. Spanning nine
months in Tangled Art Gallery, the series features multidisciplinary creations from
nine artists throughout the country, exploring themes of disability identity, culture,
community and legacies across Canada.
From the first moment of interacting with cultural communities here, I have
experienced vibrant exchanges that compel me to think more deeply about the role
of arts in activating transformative social change. Centering the lived experience of
disability identified, Mad and Deaf folk, I seek to cultivate creative opportunities
informed by communities that affirm intersectionality: ways of articulating our
complex humanity. It is through this lens - mindful of our coexisting intersections
- that I curate.
In May, work officially began in Toronto. Immediately this meant reviewing proposals
expressing an expanse of artistic mediums. Through this curatorial process, I found
myself settling on three words: Space. Shapes. Place. The space these artists
shape profoundly places us in their world. A world that heals, inviting us to take
it in and take time to wonder. A world that acknowledges how some homes we
create are delicate and precarious, while others are vulnerable yet powerfully built.
A world that asks us to tune into the everyday moments we may take for granted.
To consider how we were and how we might be, if the world truly welcomed us.
And in the act of shaping these spaces, their artistry beautifully evolves. We get to
witness this evolution.
We might imagine in these spaces that the stigmas often associated with disability,
madness or being deaf go away. Not necessarily. The challenges are visible, the
pain is real, and the struggles revealed in ways that are magnified. Acclaimed writer
and thinker James Baldwin stated that “the place in which I’ll fit will not exist until I
make it”. The making. This is the place where the artists thrive. This is a place we
desire. To belong. To be ourselves. With all of our intersections of being. Infinitely.
Barak adé Soleil
Barak adé Soleil by Nikki Bruce
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Untitled #3 by Bishara Elmi

SALT OF THE EARTH

A Fever Swelled In Me by sab meynert

PROGRESS IS A SPIRAL UPWARD

Bishara Elmi
October 26 - November 25, 2017

sab meynert
September 7 – October 14, 2017

In Salt of the Earth, Bishara Elmi [Toronto] explores the constant negotiation of
“home space” as a refugee and displaced person. Dirt is the central material that
Elmi works with; identifying how this element is loaded with multiple meanings
and histories that span across continents to the artist’s homeland in Africa. This
new installation is comprised of symbolic domestic objects made from earth
collected throughout Elmi’s life. The sense of stability these familiar objects
convey are in contrast to the material’s ephemeral nature. The dirt sculptures
Elmi labours over in the making of this work could fall apart at any moment within
the installation, and home could cease to exist.

Progress is a Spiral Upward, a visual arts exhibit by Toronto-based artist sab
meynert, consists of vivid drawings and sculptural pieces. meynert utilizes organic
repetitive patterning, interweaving poetic imagery and text to reveal graphic maps
reflecting life’s infinitely unfolding nature. For this premiere exhibit, meynert will
show new pieces that incorporate semi-precious crystal, alabaster stone, 24k
gold and silver, and organic matter, in addition to handcrafted ink and paint paper
works. These new elements call upon their traditional knowledge, rooted in ways
that intentionally draw out the metaphysical abilities of material, and move the
work beyond the limits of form.

BISHARA ELMI

“Map out your inner life/ and watch the patterns emerge/// take flight.”
- sab meynert

SAB MEYNERT
sab meynert is an artist & writer based in Toronto, whose work has been
recognized as a melodic counterpoint to the independent arts publishing sector
and exhibited at national & international galleries. meynert has collaborated with
high profile musicians & artists and most recently published SPRAWLING HEART.
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Bishara Elmi is a multidisciplinary artist, writer, educator, filmmaker, performance
artist and public speaker working in visual forms and with numerous materials
and creative processes. Elmi works with collectives centering Black, Muslim and
Racialized women to create alternative understandings of history, geography, and
race, as counterpoint to homophobia/transphobia and gender violence, as well as
engaging various youth groups and nonprofits; recognizing that throughout all of
these interactions, what connects them is the shaping of space for storytelling,
skill sharing, critically unpacking and examining their lived realities.
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HOME: BODY
Jessica Leung, Jenelle Rouse & Cindy Baker
December 7 - December 16, 2017
Home: Body, an exhibition of live performance, features three artists from across
Canada shaping space and place through the body.
Jessica Leung’s “Meeting Jessica Leung” is a community driven presentation
connecting emerging west coast artist Jessica Leung with Toronto Deaf, Black
Indigenous and person of colour communities. In cultivating this relationship with
local Deaf and BIPOC artists, Leung seeks to deepen their own artistic practice
and understanding of Deaf culture as a Deaf person of colour who grew up in a
hearing-centric environment. Leung will perform some of their poetry-based work
exploring voice, signing and movement.

Jessica Leung

Cindy Baker

JESSICA LEUNG
Jessica Leung is a Deaf, Asian, Taiwanese and Chinese, gender neutral emerging
artist of colour currently living as a settler on the traditional, ancestral, and
unceded Coast Salish Territories of the Indigenous people of Vancouver, BC.

As part of “Meeting Jessica Leung’s” development, noted spoken word artist
Brandon Wint [Edmonton, Alberta] will serve as advisor.

JENELLE ROUSE

Jenelle Rouse, a Deaf dance artist based in London, Ontario will share a new
choreographed solo. For this work, Rouse will create movements that reflect
her lived experience as a Deaf person navigating everyday moments: some
pedestrian, some celebratory, some frustrating.

Jenelle Rouse is a self-taught Deaf artist working in movement and dance,
passionately living her dream as a kindergarten teacher in London, Ontario.
In 2006, she became involved in Picasso Pro, an organization dedicated
to facilitating opportunities for artists with disabilities and Deaf artists in
performing and media arts, and performed in live artworks since 2010: Talking
Movement (dancer); Withered Tree; (choreographer and dancer); and Perceptions;
(choreographer and dancer). She also performed in a short dance film,
Perceptions (2015). When she’s not teaching, studying, researching, or dancing,
Rouse enjoys travelling, drawing, writing, nature walks, and reading.

Alberta-based Cindy Baker develops a new iteration of her noted performance
work “Crash Pad”, within the confines of the gallery space. Crash Pad centralizes
the artist’s “failing,” disabled, or otherwise socially taboo body as a part of the
work. Central to the performance is a large sculptural object which functions as
a bed, modeled after a single-pill blister pack. The precarious balance offered
by the pseudo-resting place in this quiet performance exaggerates the difficulty
in going to bed and getting up, and the unease of finding a comfortable resting
position.

CINDY BAKER
Based out of Lethbridge and Edmonton, Alberta, Cindy Baker’s practice is
informed by a commitment to ethical community engagement and critical social
inquiry, drawing from queer, gender, race, disability, fat, and art theories. She
has exhibited and performed across Canada and internationally, including in Los
Angeles, Minneapolis, St Louis, and Finland, and is represented by Dc3 Projects
in Edmonton.

*Please check Tangled’s website and social media for further details on dates

Crash Pad by Cindy Baker

Jenelle Rouse
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Alice by Alice Lo

Sage by Sage Willow

DEAF, WHAT?
SAGE WILLOW

Sage Willow with Alice Lo
January 18 - February 17, 2018

Sage Willow is a multidisciplinary queer nonbinary Deaf artist and educator from
Toronto, Ontario. Aside from their community work, they also provide performance
interpreting in ASL for the local Deaf community; incorporating their passions of
film, languages, theatre and accessibility into pieces of art. Sage also founded
Deaf Spectrum, a collective aimed to promote the increase in usage of American
Sign Language in order to make community spaces more accessible and
inclusive.

Deaf, what? is an exciting multimedia exhibit developed by Toronto-based artist
Sage Willow in collaboration with photographer Alice Lo that highlights the
experiences and contributions of activists, change makers and everyday people
who identify within the Deaf spectrum - as having some degree of deafness.
Filling Tangled Art Gallery with 50 portraits of individuals from across the country
and interviews documenting their travels, these artists want to draw attention to
the multitude of Deaf folk whose legacies continue to be ignored.

ALICE LO

“The history of Canada’s treatment towards Deaf people includes acts of audism
spanning more than a couple of centuries. It’s time for more visibility, awareness,
and recognition. We are inviting you to explore our lives through our intersectional
experiences in “Deaf, what?” - Sage Willow

Born in Indonesia and raised in Toronto, Alice Lo grew up surrounded by
photography and art. She is privileged to have an intuitive eye for colours, tones,
textures, and shapes. Alice is attuned to her various environments and situations
and likes to express her sense through her work. Alice has a love for photography
that runs in her blood. She graduated from Rochester Institute of Technology with
a Bachelor in Visual Media, with a focus in photography.

As part of this project’s development, award-winning Canadian photographer Zun
Lee will be serving as advisor.
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THE MAZE PROJECT & A DISTANT MEMORY

MY HEAD LAY ON A TRUSTY WORD &
PERIPHERAL ISLAND

Fiona Legg
March 1 - March 24, 2018

Roberto Santaguida
April 19 - May 19, 2018

Fiona Legg [Barrie, ON] premieres Maze Project: an inventive large scale work
encompassing the gallery with its intricately woven canvas and a symbolic pair
of shoes, encased thickly in concrete. For Legg, the installation represents
challenges she - as a self-identified MAD person - encounters when navigating
the world. In addition to the new work, Legg will exhibit “A Distant Memory (2)”.
Originally created for an outdoor garden space, this industrial sculptural piece will
be reimagined within the interior of the gallery in complement to the maze.

My Head Lay on A Trusty Word marks a new documentary film installation for
prolific Montreal filmmaker Roberto Santaguida. The narrative reflects his own
personal journey: at fourteen years old, Santaguida ran away from home and
dreamt he found redemption on the Atlantic coast. For this premiere project, the
artist will replicate his travels east, revisiting the small towns, all-night diners,
lonely truck stops, twilight beaches, and the woman who helped him find his way
back.

FIONA LEGG

ROBERTO SANTAGUIDA

Fiona Legg was born in England and moved to Canada at an early age. Always
interested in the arts, she has tried her hand at a wide variety of media over the
years. Almost entirely self taught, Legg has always had an affinity for anything
textile related. She has lived in various places across the country, giving her
a unique perspective of Canada. Legg currently works full time as an artist in
Barrie, Ontario.

Since completing his studies in film production at Concordia University, Roberto
Santaguida has worked extensively in documentary and experimental film. His
films have shown at more than 250 international festivals around the world.
Santaguida is the recipient of the K.M. Hunter Artist Award and a fellowship from
Akademie Schloss Solitude in Germany.

A Distant Memory By Fiona Legg

Peripheral Island by Roberto Santaguida
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENTS

A TANGLED AFFAIR

Beginning this fall, Tangled Art + Disability will offer unique public engagements
to support meaningful exchanges between artists, audiences, and within the
disability, Mad and Deaf communities.

SAVE THE DATE:

For Space Shapes Place, we have two opportunities for the public to communally
explore the work presented by your commissioned artists:

Friday June 15, 2018

SECOND SATURDAY SOCIALS: Centering the interests of our Blind and low
vision communities, we will be offering social events on the second Saturday of
the month that include live description tours, interactive experiences, and artmaking workshops. The artists from each exhibition within Space Shapes Place
will be invited to share insights into their creative process. Sweet and savory
refreshments will be served to deepen the social interactions.

A Tangled Affair - please join us for an intimate party
and fundraiser celebrating Tangled Art + Disability.
Follow our social media and visit our website for
information leading up to this lively celebration!

MORE THAN A NUMBER: Welcoming any and all interested in participating,
Tangled will provide opportunities for audiences to respond to the artist’s work.
Informed by the exhibits within our Space Shapes Place series, each opportunity
will be distinct, bridging creative explorations with critical analysis as we seek
to address how disability arts and aesthetics uniquely contribute to our global
culture. The cumulation of responses generated through More Than a Number will
be part of a community curated exhibition in June of 2018.

ADDITIONAL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENTS INCLUDE:
LISTENING SESSIONS: Tangled will host a series of intimate gatherings that invite
local Deaf, Mad and disability identified artists and audiences to share their
experiences and suggestions on how we might best attend to the needs of this
expansive community.

YOUNG ARTISTS AT TANGLED: Sponsored by Great-West Life, London Life and
Canada Life, the work of select student artists within the Greater Toronto Autism
community will be displayed in our gallery for a week long visual exhibit in April.
Dates and times for these events will be announced via our social media
channels and published online.
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Photo by Tangled
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SEAN LEE: 2017 TANGLED CURATOR
IN RESIDENCE
Sean Lee is a part of a new generation of artists, curators and arts leaders
bringing fresh perspectives to the contemporary art field. An artist working
in performance art and performance for the camera, his creative practice
has evolved to fit the realities of navigating performance using the body as a
medium, and the inevitable conclusions drawn surrounding his identity as a
queer, Asian and disabled artist.
Culminating this curatorial residency, Lee will develop a unique catalogue
focused on the 2017 summer project - MIXER - produced by Creative
Users in partnership with Tangled Art + Disability at Tangled Art Gallery.
The catalogue highlights five disability identified artists within Toronto’s
Black, Indigenous, and people of colour communities who were part of the
experimental collaborative process within MIXER.
“When I was given the opportunity to shape a curatorial-residency,
my first thought was that I needed to create a catalogue to
document the incredible work that is currently being produced at
Tangled. For me, MIXER is the perfect place to begin for the ways
it highlights the gap in which the narrative of disability has often
been presented in a silo. We must remember that it is when we
explore the complexities of our lived experiences that we can
truly imagine a space that enables us to feel we belong and are
represented.” - Sean Lee
This curatorial residency is made possible with support from the Canada
Council for the Arts and the Ontario Arts Council’s Access and Career
Development program.
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Sean Lee by Alice Lo
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ABOUT TANGLED

STAFF
Barak adé Soleil: Artistic Director
Cara Eastcott: Program Director
Katie McMillan: Interim Executive Director
Sean Lee: Arts Management Intern / 2017 Curator in Residence
Kristina McMullin: Communication and Design Coordinator

TANGLED ART + DISABILITY is boldly redefining how the world experiences

art and those who create it. We are a not for profit art + disability
organization dedicated to connecting professional and emerging artists, the
arts community and a diverse public through creative passion and artistic
excellence. Our mandate is to support Deaf, Mad and disability-identified
artists, to cultivate Deaf, Mad and disability arts in Canada, and to enhance
access to the arts for artists and audiences of all abilities.

BOARD

ACCESSIBILITY AT TANGLED ART GALLERY:
• The gallery is wheelchair accessible and all work is hung at an accessible 		
level
• All visual work includes audio description
• Service animals are welcome at the gallery
• All exhibit openings and events include ASL interpretation, on site
		
attendant care, and captioning when necessary
• All exhibits are free
• All exhibits include touchable art
• Tangled works with artists, audience and community members to provide 		
a scent reduced environment

Kim Fullerton
Fran Odette
Melanie Panitch
Heather Willis
Anne Zbitnew

CONTACT US
Tangled Art + Disability
401 Richmond St. W S-122
Toronto, Ontario, M5V 3A8
Telephone: 647-725-5064
Email: info@tangledarts.org

VISITING TANGLED ART GALLERY:
The closest accessible subway station is Osgoode Station. The closest
accessible streetcar stop is the 510 Spadina Queen Street West Stop.

TANGLED ART GALLERY HOURS:
Tuesday-Saturday
11:00 am - 5:00 pm
School, group, and private tours are available by appointment. To book or for
more information, contact: info@tangledarts.org
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Photo by Kathy Toth
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DONATE TO TANGLED ART + DISABILITY
Tangled Art + Disability depends on the generous support
from our donors.. We appreciate the support from a broad
spectrum of donors including private donors, foundations
and government agencies. 100% of your donation will go
towards our programming and services. Your contribution will
help cultivate disability arts in Canada and support access to
the arts for artists and audiences with disabilities. We truly
appreciate your support!
As a registered charitable organization we will provide a
charitable tax receipt for donations of $20 and above. Be sure
to include you a mailing address so we can send you a receipt!
If you would like to make a donation in the name of a friend
or family member as a gift, email info@tangledarts.org or call
647 725 5064, and provide the name and address of the
honouree. We will send a card on your behalf to let them know
of your thoughtful gift. All donations are gratefully received.
If you would like to donate to Tangled today, you can remove
this page along the dotted line, fill out the form on the back
side of this page, and mail it to Tangled with the applicable
information.
Thank you for your your continued support in cultivating
disability arts in Canada.
Tangled Art + Disability is a registered
charitable organization:
84439 3520 RP0001
“Portrait of Natasha” by ‘Deaf, what ?’ Collaborating Artist Alice Lo
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DONATION FORM

TANGLED IS GRATEFUL FOR THE SUPPORT OF
OUR FUNDERS, SPONSORS AND PARTNERS:

Thank you for supporting Tangled Art + Disability!
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
DONATION AMOUNT (and how you’ll help!)
$100 – Covers installation equipment for an exhibition
$500 – Covers ASL interpretation for an exhibition opening and artist talk
$1,000 – Covers audio description for one exhibit opening and artist talk
$5,000 – Covers artist and curatorial fees for one exhibit
Other amount $_________

An agency of the Government of Ontario
Un organisme du gouvernement de l’Ontario

Method of Payment
Cash (Enclosed) 			

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS:

Credit Card (Details Below)

Cheque (Enclosed) 		
Credit Card Type: 			

Neil Adare
Naomi Campbell
David Driedger
Wendy Kirk
Maria-Saroja Ponnambalam
Sheila Stewart
Andrew Willis
Nancy Winsor
In Honour of Dolly Plunkett

Name on Card:

Credit Card #: 					Expiry date:			CVV#:
May we acknowledge your support? 		

Yes 			

Please mail all enclosed donations in a letter addressed to:
Tangled Art + Disability
401 Richmond St W, Suite 122
Toronto, ON, M5V 3A8

No
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www.tangledarts.org
tangledartanddisability
TangledArtsTO
tangled_arts

